
Punctuating our life
I was driving back from the car dealer today -- actually, I was riding in a "courtesy
van" driven by someone else, since my car was in for work on the air conditioner
-- and was making small talk with the employee who was driving me to work.

"You know," he said, "days seem to run together a lot here."

He was right. Ordinarily, days run together -- they vanish before our eyes, and
pretty soon it's August and you're wondering where the summer went -- and with
them most of our lives.

I'm always amazed by the courtroom antics where Perry Mason will ask a
witness, "What were you doing at 9 p.m. on the night of the murder?" Of course,
the witness will remember, down to the program that was playing on the radio.

Real life isn't usually like that.

For many of us, days run together. At the end of a year, there's rarely anything to
look back on; rarely anything that defines the year. Ten years from now -- or two
years from now -- we look back on the year and wonder what happened.

Pretty soon, we're getting that gold watch and the retirement party, and all we
can do is wonder "where did all those years go to?"

It's my belief that our life is defined by what I refer to as "punctuation points." Just
like the punctuation in this sentence, that force you to slow down and analyze
each word, its placement and its use, events in our lives force us to slow down
and analyze where our life is taking us.

If you look back at your life so far, I bet there are months, days, and years you
can remember as clearly as if it were yesterday. Those are occasions where
something important happened -- something that took that part of your life and
"set it apart" -- just like the quotation marks just set that phrase apart -- so it
stood out in your memory.

Most people don’t have too many events such as this. They mostly are events
such as births, deaths, marriages, sickness, divorce -- those events that are often
thrust upon us.

Do you remember your grade school days? Your high school days? College?
Sure you can. I would bet that you remember your days in grade school or high
school more clearly than those spent in college. I'd bet you remember any of
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them better than last month at work -- even though last month was, after all, only
last month.  Even if you remember something about last month, you're not likely
to remember much of it. If Perry Mason put you on the stand and asked you what
you did last month, most of us would merely stare blankly into space -- without a
planner or diary to refer to, we wouldn't have a clue.

Why do you suppose you remember your childhood years more clearly than
many of your adult years? I believe it's largely because you were creating more
points of reference -- more punctuation points.

As a child, everything is new, interesting, fascinating. Everything is something
new to learn, or something new to practice. Even everyday things are interesting,
just because you learn so much. To a child, life is interesting, because you're
always learning, always growing, always creating new points of reference.

As an adult, most of the time we don't create those points of reference. Most of
the time we simply breeze through our lives, as if they were going to go on
forever.

This year has so far been quite an eventful one for me -- those two vacations,
plus a bunch of things happening at work and home have set it aside quite
clearly. Much of last year was the same, because of sickness in my family. The
last year will stand bright and clear in my future memories, because of what
happened to me and my loved ones.

I remember the day my mother was buried, for example -- I can close my eyes
and almost smell the air. I remember the days surrounding the Cuban missile
crisis -- just because they tested the air raid sirens. I can close my eyes and it all
comes back to me. I can remember the year I got married to my sweet wife, as if
it were yesterday. Sometimes it seems like it was.

Of all the days we spend in our lives, these "punctuation points" events carry an
extraordinary amount of weight. They become the memories that we build our life
on, consciously or subconsciously.

Therefore, we should create more punctuation points that can define our lives on
a path we choose.

How can we do that? Let's remember the child. The child creates events in his or
her life by constantly learning. In effect, a young child is continually inventing who
he or she will become. Although as adults we don’t see this as clearly, we still
invent who we are becoming, each and every day.

To effectively punctuate our life, let's look at this simple approach:



Reflect upon the lessons you've learned, the joys you have, the blessings you've
accumulated in your life.

Invent who you are, by constantly learning and growing, changing and
perfecting.

Seek out experiences, enjoyment, companionship, friendship, that will make you
a better, more polished person.

Believe in your abilities, and use them to make a difference in your life and the
lives of your family.

Commit to giving time where it counts -- to your family, your community, your
own personal growth.

Trailblaze new destinations in your life, new paths to take, new peaks to
conquer.

Evaluate where you are on your path to success, and change your path if
necessary.

Appreciate every day you are granted on this green earth, and commit each day
anew to making a difference for good, however you can.
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